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Abstract
First, this paper deals with lagrangean heuristics for the 0–1 bidimensional knapsack problem.A projected subgradient algorithm is
performed for solving a lagrangean dual of the problem, to improve the convergence of the classical subgradient algorithm. Secondly,
a local search is introduced to improve the lower bound on the value of the biknapsack produced by lagrangean heuristics. Thirdly,
a variable ﬁxing phase is embedded in the process. Finally, the sequence of 0–1 one-dimensional knapsack instances obtained from
the algorithm are solved by using reoptimization techniques in order to reduce the total computational time effort. Computational
results are presented.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The 0–1 biknapsack problem is deﬁned as follows:
(P ) max cx
s.t. Axa,
Bxb,
xj ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ I = {1, . . . , n},
where all data cj , Aj , Bj , j ∈ I , a and b are nonnegative integers. Several exact solvings of this NP-hard problem,
which is a particular case of the 0–1 multidimensional knapsack problem, have been designed [34,32,20,16,29]. The
efﬁciency of exact methods is generally enforced by a preprocessing phase which consists of the determination of
lower and upper bound values in order to elaborate a variable ﬁxing phase for the problem (P ). Variable ﬁxing is all
the more efﬁcient as the quality of the bounds is better [15,30,18]. To get good bounds, many authors have studied dual
solvings of (P ) using surrogate duality [17,14], composite duality [25,21,22], lagrangean duality [14,35], LP relaxation
[2,8] and other heuristics [9,19]. Considering the lagrangean dual (D) obtained by relaxing one of the two constraints
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Nomenclature
(·) the linear relaxation of a given integer problem (·)
v(·) the optimal value of a given problem (·)
v(·) a lower bound value of a given problem (·)
of (P ), this paper deals with lagrangean heuristics, local search, variable ﬁxing and reoptimization for an efﬁcient
solving by a subgradient algorithm.
In Section 2, we recall the difﬁculty of the 0–1 bidimensional knapsack problem solving, by giving some computa-
tional results using CPLEX 7.0 software for randomly generated 0–1 biknapsack instances.
Section 3 is devoted to the solving of (D), by a subgradient algorithm using the CPLEX solver. We show how the
implementation of a projected subgradient algorithm instead of a classical one, allows to accelerate the convergence of
the method and to get better upper bound values. In addition, a local search is introduced to improve the lower bound
value for the 0–1 bidimensional knapsack problem.
All along the subgradient algorithm, we have to solve a sequence of one-dimensional 0–1 knapsack problems which
differ one to another only on the objective function (the knapsack constraint remains invariant). In Section 4, we take
advantage of these characteristics to improve the efﬁciency of a speciﬁc algorithm for solving the 0–1 one-dimensional
knapsack problem at each iteration of the subgradient algorithm.We propose to include reoptimization techniques inside
the preprocessing phase of each knapsack solving, with the purpose of accelerating the global solving. Computational
results compare the subgradient algorithmwhere knapsack problems are independently solved (without reoptimization),
with an improved version of the algorithm in which knapsack solvings are made by reoptimization. They highlight an
interesting time saving thanks to this reoptimization.
In the last section, we design our algorithmMARIE (method combining approximation and reoptimization for integer
programming evoluating instances) which computes lagrangean heuristics combined with a local search and embeds
reoptimization techniques in the projected subgradient algorithm. Numerical experiments reveal the good performances
of this procedure.
2. Solving the 0–1 biknapsack problem by CPLEX
This section is devoted to an experimental study of the behavior of a recent version of CPLEX solver for solving hard
biknapsack instances. For this, we have used the CPLEX7.0 software [24] to solve exactly 20 randomly generated 1000-
variable instances whose data are correlated. This instance generator has been suggested by Fréville and Plateau [18]
for the multidimensional knapsack problem. For every instance numbered from 1 to 10 (resp., from 11 to 20), we have
generated Aj and Bj , j ∈ {1, . . . , n} in the interval {1, . . . , 1000} (respectively, in the interval {1000, . . . , 10 000}).
Then the cj are set to (Aj +Bj )/2 + 500rj (resp., (Aj +Bj )/2 + 5000rj ), where rj is uniformly distributed over the
unit interval, and the right-hand side a (resp., b) is set to 12
∑
j∈{1,...,n} Aj (resp., 12
∑
j∈{1,...,n} Bj ). It is well known that
such correlated data instances are more difﬁcult to solve than noncorrelated data instances. Table 1 details informations
on these 20 solvings on a SUN Ultra 5 workstation.
These computational results show that if CPLEX solves very well the LP relaxation (P ) of the bidimensional
knapsack problem (P ) (the maximum time in this column is 0.1 s), it needs generally several minutes to solve exactly
the 0–1 bidimensional knapsack problem. Moreover, computational times exceed 30min for many instances.
3. Solving the lagrangean dual by a subgradient algorithm using CPLEX
We consider now, for any real u0, a lagrangean relaxation of (P ) obtained by relaxing one knapsack constraint
(say the ﬁrst one),
(K(u)) max ua + (c − uA) · x
s.t. B · xb,
xj ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ I ,
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Table 1
Computational results of CPLEX on 20 1000-variable 0–1 biknapsack instances
No. Time (P) Best value Time (P ) v(P )
1 166.03 377 455 0.05 377 477.19
2 >1800 329 038a 0.05 329 075.32
3 2.24 341 292 0.07 341 306.54
4 885.94 329 571 0.10 329 601.31
5 >1800 418 509a 0.08 418 559.72
6 >1800 400 937a 0.08 400 969.27
7 >1800 443 205a 0.06 443 241.25
8 >1800 459 662a 0.07 459 697.13
9 >1800 352 482a 0.06 352 533.40
10 48.47 324 987 0.07 325 000.62
11 34.91 2 982 427 0.07 2 982 604.35
12 1025.03 2 758 220 0.05 2 758 451.25
13 15.8 3 845 957 0.04 3 846 065.52
14 2.79 3 701 088 0.07 3 701 210.56
15 439.14 3 546 788 0.09 3 547 076.74
16 >1800 4 587 273a 0.09 4 587 477.10
17 72.68 4 750 639 0.06 4 750 811.12
18 >1800 5 011 007a 0.08 5 011 280.06
19 2.88 3 810 304 0.06 3 810 424.30
20 >1800 3 625 691a 0.08 3 626 196.71
Time (P): CPU time for the solving of (P ) in seconds. Best value: Value of the best solution obtained after 30min running time in (a) case, v(P )
otherwise. Time (P ): CPU time for the solving of (P ).
aComputational time exceeding 30min running time.
which is a one-dimensional 0–1 knapsack problem (note that xj = 0 if cj − uAj 0). The lagrangean dual problem is
then deﬁned by the following problem:
(D) min v(K(u))
s.t. u0.
Classically, one uses a subgradient algorithm for solving (D).We recall that starting from amultiplier u0, this algorithm
generates a sequence of multipliers u1, . . . , uk, . . . such that at each iteration
uk+1 = max
{
uk − k d
k
|dk| , 0
}
,
where k is the step size and dk the step direction, which converges to an optimal multiplier u∗. Existing subgradient
algorithms differ mainly by the computation of these two parameters [11,33,23,7,4,1,26].
3.1. A classical subgradient algorithm
We call a “classical” subgradient algorithm the well-known CFM algorithm proposed by Camerini et al. [7].
At iteration k, the current step direction dk is a combination between the current subgradient sk = a − Ax(uk),
where x(uk) is an optimal solution of (K(uk)), and the previous step direction dk−1:
dk = sk + dk−1,
where 02. The step size is computed by
k = k v(K(u
k)) − v(P )
|dk| ,
where k is a positive parameter whose value is lower than 2 (see [23]).
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3.2. Improvement of the subgradient algorithm convergence
In order to improve the experimental convergence of the classical subgradient algorithm, we use a projected subgra-
dient one, which consists of the consideration of an interval [u, u] containing an optimal multiplier. At each iteration of
the projected subgradient algorithm, the multiplier uk+1 is generated such that it belongs to this interval. Moreover, this
interval is dynamically reduced according to the subgradient value sign. Thanks to the convexity of the dual function, if
this sign is positive (respectively, negative) then we decrease u (respectively, increase u) to uk+1. The following lemma
gives a condition on k which guarantees that uk+1 belongs to ]u, u[.
Lemma 1. Given k1, let us assume that dk = 0 and v(K(uk)) = v(P ). Then at iteration k + 1, uk+1 = uk −
k(dk/|dk|), where the step size k = k((v(K(uk)) − v(P ))/|dk|), belongs to ]u, u[ if and only if 0< k < k , where
k = (u − u)/(v(K(uk)) − v(P ))|dk|.
Proof. uk+1 belongs to ]u, u[ if and only if u<uk − k(dk/|dk|)<u, i.e.
u − uk < − k d
k
|dk| <u − u
k (∗).
If at iteration k, sk is negative (resp., positive) then uk is set to u (resp., u). For both cases, relation (∗) is equivalent to
0< k <u − u.
Finally, from the expression of k , we obtain
0< k
v(K(uk)) − v(P )
|dk| <u − u
k
⇐⇒0< k < u − u
v(K(uk)) − v(P ) |d
k|. 
Note: In the classical subgradient algorithm, k is only choosen such that it is lower than two, and this does not
guarantee that uk+1 will belong to ]u, u[.
We can now give a deﬁnition of the projected subgradient algorithm.
Deﬁnition 1. The projected subgradient algorithm is a classical subgradient algorithm in which the parameter k is
chosen such that k = min{k−1, k − }, where k is deﬁned in Lemma 1 and  is a positive real arbitrarily small.
Obviously, as the subgradient algorithm does not converge theorically, the projected subgradient algorithm neither,
because this convergence is only proved when v(P ) is used in place of v(P ) in the expression of k .
It must be noted that the meaning of “projected” subgradient we employ here, differs from the classical sense.
Generally, it consists of the treatment of nonnegative constraints by considering max{uk+1, 0}. In fact, we generalize
here this notion and we will see further that the consideration of our projected subgradient algorithm favors the
reoptimization.
The algorithm stops when (u − u)/u1 or when the number of iterations is greater than IterMax. It produces an
upper bound on v(P ) which corresponds to the best lagrangean relaxation value found by the algorithm.
A lower bound v(P ) for v(P ) is also computed by ﬁrst applying a greedy algorithm at the beginning of the subgradient
algorithm.This algorithm consists of ordering the cj /(Aj +Bj ) in a decreasingway.Then all variables xj are considered
one by one according to this order and ﬁxed at 1 while infeasibility does not occur. Thus, the value of this feasible
solution of (P ) initializes v(P ). After that, all along the subgradient algorithm, we try to improve v(P ) as follows.
At iteration k, we compute a subgradient value at uk ,
sk = a − Ax(uk),
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Table 2
Computational results of a classical and a projected subgradient algorithm using CPLEX 7.0
No. SCPLEX SCPLEX_p
Time Gap1 Gap2 Iter Time Gap1 Gap2 Iter
1 130.89 0.002 0.221 45 43.06 0.002 0.221 39
2 111.67 0.002 0.347 39 95.14 0.002 0.274 31
3 2.49 0.004 0.000 1 2.49 0.004 0.000 1
4 27.78 0.002 7.086 51 42.46 0.002 5.923 31
5 274.28 0.001 0.522 47 131.13 0.001 0.270 31
6 115.70 0.001 0.146 46 80.28 0.001 0.146 36
7 64.73 0.000 1.315 45 83.48 0.001 0.156 31
8 a a a a a a a a
9 134.72 −0.022 1.647 48 65.80 0.001 1.030 43
10 69.69 0.002 0.004 36 82.95 −0.013 1.296 45
11 70.48 −0.006 0.710 45 68.43 −0.006 0.710 44
12 93.98 −0.023 6.415 52 96.21 0.002 0.220 34
13 135.67 −0.016 1.198 50 98.16 0.002 0.352 37
14 13.19 −0.059 10.892 50 13.01 0.000 0.128 44
15 117.66 0.002 0.030 53 70.71 0.002 0.030 32
16 247.08 −0.066 4.555 50 177.89 0.001 0.072 32
17 269.70 −0.006 0.730 48 135.58 0.002 0.078 34
18 131.25 0.001 0.655 51 82.70 0.001 0.169 33
19 7.78 −0.003 0.660 40 7.82 −0.009 7.305 41
20 45.15 0.001 6.294 50 167.73 0.002 0.161 39
SCPLEX: Classical subgradient algorithm using CPLEX 7.0. SCPLEX_p: Projected subgradient algorithm using CPLEX 7.0. Time: Computational
CPU time in seconds. Gap1: Percentage of the relative gap to v(P ) between the value of the LP relaxation and the value of the best lagrangean
relaxation value obtained with the subgradient algorithm. Gap2: Percentage of the relative gap to the optimal (best) value, between this last and the
value of the best feasible solution for (P ) obtained with the subgradient algorithm. Iter: Number of iterations of the subgradient algorithm.
aComputational time exceeding 30min running time.
where x(uk) is an optimal solution of (K(uk)). If this subgradient value is positive, i.e. this solution is feasible for
(P ), we try an improvement of the current lower bound of v(P ) by applying a constructive phase on x(uk). This phase
consists of attempting to ﬁx at 1 variables equal to 0 in the increasing order of the cj /(Aj + Bj ).
3.3. Numerical experiments
We have implemented in C language on a SUN Ultra 5 workstation, a classical subgradient algorithm SCPLEX and
the projected subgradient algorithm SCPLEX_p using CPLEX callable library 7.0 at each iteration. Table 2 details the
results obtained by the two subgradient algorithms over the 20 1000-variable 0–1 biknapsack instances of Section 2:
• Column Gap1 denotes the relative gap between the LP relaxation value found by CPLEX, and the best lagrangean
relaxation value obtained by the subgradient algorithm. A negative (respectively, positive) value means that the LP
relaxation value is smaller (respectively, larger) than the best lagrangean relaxation value found.
• Column Gap2 denotes the relative gap between the optimal value (or the best value found after 30min running time)
of the primal problem found by CPLEX, and the best lower bound value obtained by the subgradient algorithm.
The parameter values used for IterMax and 1 are, respectively, 100 and 10−8 and these values have been used for all
other experiments.
These results reveal that, in comparison with the classical subgradient algorithm, the number of iterations is reduced
with the projected subgradient algorithm (except for instance 19), so the convergence is accelerated and the total
computational time has decreased. Moreover, the best lagrangean relaxation value is improved. These results are
reached thanks to the lesser scattering of the multipliers generated by the projected subgradient algorithm. Note that
for instances 10, 11 and 19, the LP relaxation value is better than the lagrangean relaxation value obtained by the
subgradient algorithm.
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Fig. 1. A local search inside the subgradient algorithm.
3.4. Improvement of the lagrangean heuristics by local search
It has been proved in [23] that the theorical convergence of the subgradient algorithm with the step size
k = k v(K(u
k)) − v(P )
(dk)2
is guaranteed when v(P ) is substituted for v(P ). However, the convergence will be all the better as v(P ) is close
to v(P ). A good lower bound has, moreover, some positive effect in the projected subgradient algorithm. Thus, we
propose to improve the lower bound value v(P ) of the primal problem, by the way of local search.
This local search consists of an ascent method (see Fig. 1). When the subgradient value s = a − Ax(u) is positive,
where u0 and x(u) is an optimal solution of (K(u)):
Value exchange: From x(u) we search iteratively two items j and k with xj (u) = 1, xk(u) = 0, such that the solution
obtained by a value exchange between these two variables is feasible for (P ). We retain the best solution x among all
the solutions in this neighborhood of x(u), when its value improves the current lower bound of (P ).
Constructive phase: With solution x, residual capacities (a − Ax and b − Bx) may be increased relatively to x(u).
In this case, value ﬂips are considered: we attempt to ﬁx at 1, according to the decreasing order of the cj (Aj + Bj ),
variables equal to 0, while preserving the feasibility property.
When the subgradient value is negative, then we ﬁrst make a:
Destructive phase: Which consists of ﬁxing at 0, according to the increasing order of the cj /(Aj + Bj ), variables
equal to 1 while infeasibility remains for (P ).
Secondly, we apply the two steps of value exchange and constructive phase of the positive subgradient sign previous
case.
3.5. Numerical experiments
Table 3 presents the computational results obtained with the projected subgradient algorithm enriched by this local
search denoted by SCPLEX_pRL.
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Table 3
Computational results using CPLEX of a projected subgradient algorithm in which local search is embedded. Results on 20 1000-variable 0–1
biknapsack instances
No. SCPLEX_p SCPLEX_pRL CG
Time Gap1 Gap2 Iter Time Gap1 Gap2 Iter Time Gap1 Iter
1 43.06 0.002b 0.221 39 46.57 0.002b 0.221 39 14.84 0.002 10
2 95.14 0.002 0.274 31 109.99 0.002b 0.006 36 31.37 0.002 11
3 2.49 0.004b 0.000 1 2.49 0.004b 0.000 1 2.49 0.004 1
4 42.46 0.002 5.923 31 56.37 0.002 0.007 23 17.79 0.003 10
5 131.13 0.001b 0.270 31 159.94 0.001b 0.006 33 19.32 0.001 10
6 80.28 0.001b 0.146 36 75.44 0.000 0.006 34 30.31 0.001 12
7 83.48 0.001b 0.156 31 55.84 0.001b 0.238 35 19.35 0.001 11
8 a a a a a a a a 1520.44 0.007 11
9 65.80 0.001b 1.030 43 76.64 0.002b 0.155 47 7.80 0.002 10
10 82.95 −0.013 1.296 45 87.07 −0.013 1.296 46 17.57 0.002 12
11 68.43 −0.006 0.710 44 72.14 −0.006 0.710 44 9.35 0.001 10
12 96.21 0.002 0.220 34 99.14 0.002 0.220 36 43.63 0.002 11
13 98.16 0.002b 0.352 37 69.68 0.001 0.044 37 28.02 0.002 12
14 13.01 0.000b 0.128 44 17.90 0.000b 0.018 26 5.53 0.000 12
15 70.71 0.002b 0.030 32 104.51 0.002b 0.030 37 22.14 0.002 11
16 177.89 0.001b 0.072 32 306.24 0.001b 0.025 46 50.07 0.001 11
17 135.58 0.002b 0.078 34 137.39 0.002b 0.078 34 42.72 0.002 11
18 82.70 0.001b 0.169 33 59.65 0.001b 0.016 30 25.83 0.001 11
19 7.82 −0.009 7.305 41 32.38 0.000b 0.003 37 2.90 0.000 11
20 167.73 0.002b 0.161 39 186.79 0.002b 0.020 37 32.93 0.002 10
SCPLEX_p: Projected subgradient algorithm using CPLEX. SCPLEX_pRL: Projected subgradient algorithm using CPLEX and in which local
search is embedded. CG: Column generation algorithm using CPLEX. Time: Computational CPU time in seconds. Gap1: Percentage of the relative
gap to v(P ), between the value of the LP relaxation and the value of the best lagrangean relaxation obtained with the subgradient algorithm. Gap2:
Percentage of the relative gap to the optimal (best) value, between this last and the value of the best solution. Iter: Number of iterations of the
projected subgradient algorithm.
aComputational time exceeding 30min running time.
bMeans that the optimal value of the lagrangean dual has been found.
Gap2 which is relative to the lower bound value of the primal problem is clearly improved when SCPLEX_pRL
algorithm is performed. This reveals the efﬁciency of the local search. Moreover, results of a column generation
algorithm [27] using CPLEX (column CG) which allows to reach the optimal value of (D) show that for many
instances the projected subgradient algorithm SCPLEX_p has solved exactly the lagrangean dual problem. This number
of instances is greater with SCPLEX_pRL, thanks to the local searchwhich improves the convergence of the subgradient
algorithm. However, the introduction of this local search increases the total computational time.
4. A reoptimization framework for the 0–1 knapsack problem
With the aim of maintaining this quality performance while reducing the computation time, we propose to replace the
CPLEX solver by a speciﬁc 0–1 knapsack solver. In addition, this allows to elaborate some reoptimization techniques
which enforce the efﬁciency of the method.
4.1. The speciﬁc algorithm
There aremanyways to solve exactly a 0–1 knapsack problem: branch-and-bound algorithms, dynamic programming
algorithms, and hybrid algorithms which combine the two ﬁrst algorithm types (for a state of the art on the knapsack
problem see [28]). It is well known that hybrid algorithms which have been proposed by Elkihel and Plateau [31] (see
also [6,10]) are more robust than branch and bound and dynamic programming considered separately.
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Bourgeois and Plateau [6] have proposed an efﬁcient hybrid algorithm implementation denoted by BPK, which
consists of four main phases: solving the LP relaxation to get an upper bound value (Phase 1), applying a greedy
algorithm to get a lower bound value (Phase 2), using these two bounds values to ﬁx variables (Phase 3), and applying
on the reduced problem a hybrid algorithm (Phase 4). We will present now the phases for solving each 0–1 knapsack
(K(u)), u0, of the sequence generated by the subgradient algorithm (see Section 3). In fact we only detail the ﬁrst
and the second phases, which are necessary for the understanding of the rest of this paper.
Phase 1: Solving the LP relaxation (K(u)) of (K(u)) is equivalent to determine an optimal multiplier (u) associated
with the constraint of (K(u)). It is well-known that
∃ i(u) ∈ I such that (u) = ci(u) − uAi(u)
Bi(u)
and two sets U(u) and L(u) forming a tripartition of I which satisfy the two properties:
(i)
∀j ∈ U(u) cj − uAj
Bj
(u) cl − uAl
Bl
∀l ∈ L(u),
(ii) ∑
j∈U(u)
Bj b<
∑
j∈U(u)
Bj + Bi(u).
The LP solution x is then obtained by
xj =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1, j ∈ U(u),
0, j ∈ L(u),
(ci(u) − uAi(u))
(
b −∑j∈U(u)Bj
Bi(u)
)
, j = i(u).
From the set of ratios (cj −uAj )/Bj , a sequence of tripartitions is realized from different target values while checking
if condition (ii) holds. This algorithm has an average linear time complexity [13]. It is important to note that the
computational time of this algorithm will be all the smallest as the target values are close to this optimal multiplier.
Phase 2:A lower bound value v(K(u)) for the 0–1 knapsack problem is computed by using a greedy algorithm from
the LP solution in which variables xj , j ∈ U(u) are ﬁxed at 1 and variable xi(u) is ﬁxed at 0.
Phase 3: We use here the ﬁxing technique proposed among others, by Fayard and Plateau [13]. Let
dj = (cj − uAj ) − ci(u) − uAi(u)
Bi(u)
Bj
be the reduced prices associated with variable xj for all j in U(u)∪L(u). The ﬁxing test consists of comparing dj with
the quantity v(K(u)) − v(K(u)). The algorithm is given in Fig. 2.
Phase 4: Unlike the previous phases whose time complexities are linear, this enumeration phase is NP-hard.
It consists of a hybrid algorithm which combines dynamic programming and implicit enumeration. The main idea
of this algorithm is to share the set of nonﬁxed variables into two sets: the core, which is a set of small absolute reduced
prices variables, and the set of remaining variables. A dynamic programming procedure is performed for the core
problem for which branch and bound is inefﬁcient. Remaining variables are treated by branch and bound. Note that
our core problem is different of the one introduced by Balas and Zemel [3].
4.2. Reoptimization in the preprocessing phase of the 0–1 knapsack problem solving
We recall that all along the subgradient algorithm we have to solve a sequence of 0–1 knapsack problems. All
these problems have the same constraint and only differ, one to another, on the objective function. We take advantage
of this aspect by including reoptimization techniques inside the preprocessing phase of each solving. During the ﬁrst
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Fig. 2. Variable ﬁxing algorithm for (K(u)).
Table 4
Computational results of a projected subgradient algorithm using reoptimization techniques in BPK
No. SCPLEX_p SBPK_p SBPK_pReopt
Time Time Iter Time %Time saving
1 43.06 1.75 39 0.99 43
2 95.14 3.05 31 0.91 70
3 2.49 0.16 1 0.16 0
4 42.46 2.92 31 0.89 69
5 131.13 3.42 31 0.79 76
6 80.28 4.33 36 1.12 74
7 83.48 3.11 31 0.93 70
8 a 5.45 31 2.17 60
9 65.80 3.76 43 1.21 67
10 82.95 3.31 45 1.32 60
11 68.43 3.89 44 1.14 70
12 96.21 4.43 34 1.24 72
13 98.16 4.01 37 1.15 71
14 13.01 1.04 44 0.84 19
15 70.71 3.08 32 0.92 70
16 177.89 6.18 32 1.32 78
17 135.58 4.21 34 1.04 75
18 82.70 2.31 33 0.85 63
19 7.82 1.05 41 0.86 18
20 167.73 4.80 39 1.22 74
SCPLEX_p: Projected subgradient algorithm using CPLEX. SBPK_p: Projected subgradient algorithm using BPK. SBPK_pReopt: Projected
subgradient algorithm using reoptimization techniques in BPK. Time: Computational CPU time in seconds. Iter: Number of iterations of the
projected subgradient algorithm. %Time saving: Percentage of global relative time saving thanks to the reoptimization.
aComputational time exceeding 30min running time.
iterations (ﬁrst part) of the subgradient algorithm, we use BPK procedure without reoptimization to solve each knapsack
problem. This is explained by the great scattering of the lagrangean multipliers at the beginning of the subgradient
algorithm. This generally induces the inefﬁciency of the reoptimization techniques. At a certain point (second part)
which is controlled by the length of the interval [u, u], we start the reoptimization in the preprocessing phase of
the knapsack solvings for the current problem. As the consideration of a projected subgradient does not scatter the
multipliers, all the knapsack instances of the second part remain closely related. These reoptimization techniques are
namely introduced in the BPK procedure at two levels: the LP relaxation solving (phase 1) and the lower bound value
computing (phase 2).
LP relaxation solving: In order to accelerate the computational time of the iterative procedure which determines the
optimal tripartition of I, we use the optimal multiplier found at the previous iteration of the subgradient algorithm. In
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other words let us consider at iteration k the optimal multiplier of the LP relaxation (K(uk)) denoted by (uk). Now
we want to solve (K(uk+1)) whose ﬁrst phase consists of the resolution of (K(uk+1)). We propose to consider (uk)
as the ﬁrst target value. We expect that (uk) is not far from (uk+1) and that the ﬁrst tripartition of I will be close to
the optimal tripartition characterizing (uk+1).
Computing a lower bound: We exploit the piecewise linearity property of the dual function. In a same piece of this
function, an optimal solution found by the projected subgradient algorithm remains optimal in all the abcisses interval
associated with that piece. To compute the lower bound v(K(uk+1)) at the current iteration k + 1, we start from the
optimal solution x(uk) found at iteration k (i.e. an optimal solution of (K(uk))). First, for all coefﬁcients cj − uk+1Aj
of the objective function of (K(uk+1)) is negative, such that xj (uk) = 1, we ﬁx this variable at 0. Secondly, for all the
positive coefﬁcients of the current problem objective function, we assign the associated variable value of x(uk). Thirdly,
we apply a construction phase to the current solution (i.e. we try to ﬁx at 1 some variable (with positive coefﬁcient
value) which are equal to 0). Finally, phase 2 ends by assigning v(K(uk+1)) at the best value between this lower bound
and the classical greedy algorithm of BPK.
4.3. Impact of the reoptimization techniques
Wehavemeasured the speciﬁc impact of these reoptimization techniques described in Section 4.2, inside the projected
subgradient algorithm.
Table 4 gives the results obtained on the 20 0–1 biknapsack instances.
These experiments show that the using of reoptimization techniques in the preprocessing phase, leads to an average
time saving of 63% in the solving of each 0–1 one-dimensional knapsack problem. Moreover, 88% of the total number
of 0–1 one-dimensional knapsack instances are solved by reoptimization. The core problem size of BPK used has been
adjusted to 20.
Moreover, in order to compare efﬁciency of the use BPK over CPLEX we have recalled in the second column of the
table results obtained by SCPLEX_p. These results highlight the drastic dominance of these techniques over the use
of a commercial solver like CPLEX.
5. MARIE: combining reoptimization and lagrangean heuristics
Previous results showed how the consideration of a projected subgradient algorithm allows to get better convergence
results than the classical subgradient ones. They also reveal the good impact of a local search on the quality of the lower
bound for the primal problem (while increasing the CPU time). Taking account of the connexity of the 0–1 knapsack
instances generated by the projected subgradient algorithm, we have ﬁnally used two techniques of reoptimization
inside the preprocessing phase of each instance solving, with an interesting time saving.
The last algorithm tool we propose to include in the algorithm is a reduction problem size. We namely consider
two levels of variable ﬁxing inside the subgradient algorithm: one for each one-dimensional knapsack (K(u)) of the
sequence, and one for the bidimensional knapsack (P ). From the variable ﬁxing algorithm described in Fig. 2 (phase
3 of BPK procedure), it is not difﬁcult to see that if v(K(u)) is replaced by v(P ), then each xj which validates the
ﬁxing test can be also ﬁxed deﬁnitively in problem (P ) and this for the rest of the subgradient algorithm. Note that the
variable ﬁxing for the primal problem inside the dual problem solving has been already done by others authors like
Beasley for the set covering problem (see [5]). This additional variable ﬁxing generally reduces the total computational
time effort thanks to the reduced sizes of the solved problems.
We denote by MARIE (method combining approximation and reoptimization for integer programming evoluating
instances), the projected subgradient algorithm which embeds the local search, the reoptimization and this variable
ﬁxing. Computational results are given in Table 5. The impact of variable ﬁxing is measured from SBPK_pRLReopt
algorithm which consists of MARIE without the variable ﬁxing in (P ).
We can observe thatMARIE allows to get very interesting gaps on the lower and the upper bound values of v(P ). Even
if the values of gap2 of MARIE are globally worse than those of SBPK_pRLReopt, computational times produced
by MARIE are better, except for one instance. The introduction of variable ﬁxing reduces the computational time
excepted for one instance (43% of average time saving) representing on average 40% of the total variable number.
A good experimental convergence of the projected subgradient algorithm is also revealed.
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Table 5
Computational results of a projected subgradient algorithm using BPK and in which a local search, a variables ﬁxing, and reoptimization are
embedded
No. SBPK_pRLReopt MARIE
Time Gap1 Gap2 Iter Time Gap1 Gap2 Gap Iter NF
1 2.32 0.002 0.038 30 1.47 0.002a 0.003 0.007 25 813
2 3.22 0.002 0.007 35 1.36 0.002a 0.036 0.045 38 509
3 0.16 0.004 0.000 1 0.16 0.004a 0.000 0.000 1 0
4 3.08 0.003 0.006 20 1.85 0.002 0.007 0.014 35 677
5 5.41 0.001 0.006 39 2.05 0.001 0.006 0.016 30 682
6 2.84 0.001 0.003 35 1.39 0.001a 0.016 0.023 33 616
7 2.95 0.000 0.017 34 2.03 0.001 0.045 0.052 37 5
8 7.60 0.007 0.014 31 3.84 0.007 0.030 0.030 32 400
9 2.43 0.002 0.004 30 1.93 0.002a 0.009 0.021 47 540
10 3.34 0.002 0.004 28 1.69 0.002a 0.004 0.006 28 688
11 2.02 0.001 0.004 35 4.69 0.001a 0.014 0.019 52 426
12 3.61 0.002 0.022 41 1.62 0.002a 0.039 0.045 35 487
13 4.13 0.002 0.015 33 1.65 0.002a 0.033 0.033 32 467
14 4.60 0.000 0.058 30 1.85 0.000a 0.002 0.005 38 203
15 3.77 0.002 0.017 28 1.58 0.002a 0.017 0.023 38 475
16 5.75 0.001 0.025 37 2.30 0.001a 0.017 0.020 36 631
17 12.89 0.002 0.013 36 2.01 0.002a 0.057 0.059 43 226
18 5.06 0.001 0.025 34 2.16 0.001a 0.013 0.017 41 577
19 23.33 0.000 0.003 35 9.21 0.000a 0.003 0.005 35 0
20 3.66 0.002 0.015 36 2.41 0.002a 0.021 0.033 39 542
MARIE: Projected subgradient algorithm using BPK and in which a local search, a variables ﬁxing, and reoptimization are embedded.
SBPK_pRLReopt: A version of MARIE without variables ﬁxing. Time: Computational CPU time in seconds. Gap1: Percentage of the relative
gap to v(P ), between the value of the LP relaxation and the value of the best lagrangean relaxation value obtained with the subgradient algorithm.
Gap2: Percentage of the relative gap to the optimal (best) value, between this last and the value of the best feasible solution for (P ) obtained with
the subgradient algorithm. Gap: Percentage of the relative gap to the value of the best feasible solution for (P ) obtained with MARIE, between this
value and the best lagrangean relaxation value found for the primal problem. Iter: Number of iterations of the subgradient algorithm. NF: Number
of ﬁxed variables for (P ).
aMeans that the optimal value of the lagrangean dual has been found.
6. Conclusion
We have designed a lagrangean heuristics framework MARIE for the 0–1 biknapsack problem which combines local
search, reoptimization techniques, and size reduction tools. It is based on a projected subgradient algorithm which
accelerates the convergence of the classical subgradient algorithm. Gaps produced by MARIE are close to zero with
small CPU times. These results highlight the drastic dominance of MARIE over CPLEX.
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